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(57) ABSTRACT 
(76) Inventor: Joan Miguel Serda, Terrassa (ES) 

The invention relates to a foldable and stackable bathroom 
(21) Appl' NO" 13/577’839 cabin having multiple purposes such as a dressing room and a 

(22) PCT Filed: Feb 9, 2011 storage room, as toilet and shoWer; Which can be connected 
directly to the Waste discharge network. It is equipped With 

(86) PCT NO; PCT/1552011 l000029 four telescopic columns, foldable in sections controlled by 
means of casings, With securing mechanisms ending in the 

§ 371 (6X1), corresponding end deployment stops on the upper part of said 
(2), (4) Date? NOV- 21: 2012 columns. It is equipped With fabric tarpaulins for the Walls 

_ _ _ _ _ and Zipper closure on its front Wall; and on the upper part of 
(30) Forelgn Apphcatlon Pnonty Data said columns there are arranged four cone-shaped stops for its 

support and balance during stacking of said cabins in the 
Feb. 9, 2010 (ES) ............................... .. P201000159 foldedstamwhenfoldedstheyanow storinguptozoocabins 

Publication Classi?cation in a space of 5.9><6.15><5 .9 metres. The cabin is equipped With 
?ttings for use in the modes of chemical recirculating toilets; 

(51) Int. Cl. squat toilets; dry toilets With mechanical Waste discharge; and 
A4 7K 11/04 (2006.01) vacuum toilets. 
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Figure 2 
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Figure 3 
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Figure 4 
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Figure 5 
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Figure 7A 
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Figure 8A Figure 8B 
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Figure 9A Figure 9B 
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Figure 108 
Figure 10A 
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Figure 11A Figure 118 
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Figure 12A Figure 125 
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Figure 13A Figure 138 
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FOLDABLE AND STACKABLE BATHROOM 
CABIN 

[0001] The present invention generally relates to the bath 
room-type stand-alone systems, and particularly to a bath 
room cabin foldable and stackable in large numbers consist 
ing of different ?ttings for use in the different modes of 
recirculating chemical toilets; squat toilets; dry toilets With 
mechanical Waste discharge; and stand-alone vacuum-oper 
ated toilet, toilet With removable tank, shoWer and the system 
can be connected to the Waste discharge network. 

OBJECT OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] The object of the present invention is to develop a 
bathroom cabin foldable and stackable in large numbers of 
the type Which are telescopically foldable, designed for easy 
and simple transportation using different types oftransporta 
tion, namely, pallet truck, fork-lift, or manual transportation. 
[0003] A second object is to develop a multi-purpose cabin 
based on said stackable and transportable cabin for different 
bathroom applications such as a dressing room, a storage 
room, a shoWer, and different variants of toilet. 

State of the Art 

[0004] There are many areas of use Where portable bath 
room facilities are necessary such as in the construction of 
various objects, holding large events, in open areas such as 
beaches and natural surroundings, in agriculture, for the 
armed forces Which are in training grounds, and all type of 
natural disaster emergencies. These needs are even more 
apparent and urgent When they involve a large number of 
users. 

[0005] Different solutions generally involving a high 
installation cost due to their transportation cost (?xed and 
mobile units), storage and Waste removal (Waste Water stor 
age and removal) are knoWn in the state of the art. Portable 
individual bathroom cabins in particular involve a signi?cant 
transportation and storage cost. 
[0006] Document GB 1477482 describes a bathroom cabin 
suitable to be transported in a container. It comprises a loWer 
and an upper section interconnected to one another, Wherein 
the loWer section can be releasably bolted and included Within 
the upper section for its transportation, and can alternatively 
be released for its assembly. It incorporates an unloading 
chamber for the bathroom unit. 
[0007] Document CN 2796621 proposes a shoWer cabin 
Which height canbe regulated; the cabin can be folded, rolled 
up and concealed inside a cabin. It consists of a hoist, a 
traction belt Which is connected With the shoWer cabin cover, 
and a Zipper Which is connected With the shoWer cabin Water 
catch boWl. It can be installed temporarily outdoor or indoor. 
Its draWback is that it mainly requires indoor installation, its 
outdoor use is considerably limited. 
[0008] Document JP2005176998 describes a non-bulky 
portable toilet foldable into a compact shape or stackable 
suitable for being transported manually. It consists of a small 
funnel-shaped liquid receiving cup formed With an ori?ce at 
the bottom for discharging urine; a hose extending from the 
ori?ce of the bottom, and a lid With one end screWed on the 
mouth of a container for storing urine and the other end 
attached to the end of said hose. It eliminates contamination 
by the liquid Waste stored in the container until its subsequent 
removal. It does not solve the problem of privacy provided by 
bathroom cabins. 
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[0009] Document US 2003121093 claims a portable toilet 
in the form of a cabin Which can be stacked and is relatively 
easy to assemble. The portable toilet includes a collapsible 
enclosure intended for receiving a roof. The foldable enclo 
sure includes respective opposite Walls and respective side 
Walls at both ends. The portable toilet in the form of a cabin is 
partially disassembled When it is folded at a height corre 
sponding to the thickness of tWo Walls, Wherein the opposite 
Walls of both ends are folded respectively toWards each other 
and rest on the side Walls. HoWever, the system itself is quite 
bulky, complicated to fold, and has the draWback that parts of 
the folded structure (doors) are outside the fold, and must be 
transported separately. 
[0010] Document WO2008089319 describes a collapsible 
structure, mainly for a toilet, Which can be moved from a 
raised position to a loWered position, a structure providing a 
private space. The inventors state that When the structure is in 
its loWered position it is easily stackable and transportable. 
Additionally, it does not contain therein loose pieces or pieces 
to be assembled. The collapsible structure has an upper sec 
tion comprising a roof, a Wall-type upper member and a 
door-type upper member, a middle section With a middle 
member and a middle panel With a door and a loWer section 
Which has a base, bottom middle Wall and a bottom door 
panel. The three telescopic sections are deployed respectively 
from one another, and folded respectively to one another. 
HoWever, the dimensions and the design of the structure itself 
is quite bulky, and the deploy and folding thereof is not very 
straightforward. A considerable space is taken up When stack 
ing several structures. 
[0011] In short, it must be highlighted that in the state of the 
art there are no references referring to: 

[0012] a foldable and stackable bathroom cabin similar 
to the object of the invention With the features of a 
bathroom cabin Which is telescopically foldable and 
stackable in large numbers, designed for its easy and 
simple transportation using different types of transpor 
tation, namely, pallet truck, fork-lift, or manual trans 
portation. 

[0013] neither Were there any references to any multi 
purpose system for different bathroom applications such 
as foot pump-operated recirculating chemical toilet, 2 
stage recirculating chemical toilet, toilet With a squat 
pan With free fall to plinth, toilet With squat pan 
equipped With an open Waste pipe, dry toilet With 
mechanical discharge and accumulation in a pit, dry 
toilet With mechanical discharge and accumulation in a 
box, vacuum discharge toilet; and shoWer cabin. 

[0014] The present invention thus ful?ls the existing need 
for an essentially neW cabin solving the draWbacks of the 
devices knoWn up to noW and Which at the same time meet the 
features of simple and multi-purpose transportation. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

[0015] The present invention proposes a neW multi-purpose 
bathroom cabin based on a foldable and stackable cabin 
Which Without the addition of its ?ttings can serve as a dress 
ing room, a storage room or for other purposes. The cabin is 
very easy and quick to fold and deploy. This possibility is 
particularly important since it alloWs storing a high number of 
folded cabins in a smaller space, for example, up to 200 
cabins in a space of 5.9><6.15><5.9 metres. 
[0016] The bathroom cabin can be equipped With different 
?ttings, i.e., foot pump-operated recirculating chemical toi 
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let, 2 stage recirculating chemical toilet, toilet With a squat 
pan With free fall to plinth, toilet With a squat pan equipped 
With an open Waste pipe, dry toilet With mechanical discharge 
and accumulation in a pit, dry toilet With mechanical dis 
charge and accumulation in a box, vacuum discharge toilet; 
and ?nally as a shoWer cabin. 

Structure of the Cabin 

[0017] The base cabin of the invention alloWs its height to 
be increased from 70 up to 234 cm in less than one minute. It 
is very light as a result of the materials from Which it is made. 
Tools are not required for deploying it. It is based on three 
stackable units, although it is easy to deploy in a greater 
number of units depending on the needs. A great saving in 
transportation is achieved. Additionally, as a result of its 
design Where three stackable units are inserted into one 
another, it saves quite a lot of space during storage. It is very 
light as a result of the materials from Which it is made. 
[0018] The cabin is ?xed by four anodised aluminium col 
umns With telescopic extension such that at its ?nal height 
they are blocked and correctly maintain the structure for use. 
The body of the cabin attaching the roof With the base is 
formed by a fabric material and plasticiZed by a ?ame retar 
dant treatment and a front Zipper closure. This material is 
attached to the roof and When the cabin is folded it is rolled-up 
Within the bathroom cabin. 

Stacking Feature of the Cabin 

[0019] The roof and the base of the base cabin of the inven 
tion are made from polyethylene With ultraviolet UV protec 
tion, and they are envisaged to adapt to one another, and to be 
stacked in a number of up to 200 cabins safely and securely in 
a space of 5.9><6.l5><5.9 metres. 

Handling Feature and Transportation of the Stackable Units 
of the Bathroom Cabin 

[0020] The base of the cabin is made such that it is possible 
to transport it both by the pallet truck transportation system 
and/ or With a fork-lift. At the sides of the base there are 
arranged handles for its handling and manual transfer. 
[0021] The foldable and stackable bathroom cabin is thus 
envisaged for multiple purposes such as a dressing room and 
a storage room, and different bathroom applications such as 
foot pump-operated recirculating chemical toilet, 2 stage 
recirculating chemical toilet, toilet With a squat pan With free 
fall to plinth, toilet With a squat pan equipped With an open 
Waste pipe, dry toilet With mechanical discharge and accu 
mulation in a pit, dry toilet With mechanical discharge and 
accumulation in a box, vacuum discharge toilet; and a shoWer 
cabin. This is based on a design of a cabin formed by foldable 
and stackable elements, envisaged so that said elements take 
up little space in their storage and transportation, and that it is 
additionally capable of being easily and simply transported 
using the different types of transportation available. 
[0022] The object of the invention Will noW be described 
based on the three preferred embodiments Which Will be 
better understood based on the folloWing attached draWings 

DRAWINGS 

[0023] The preferred embodiments of the present invention 
based on the folloWing draWings Will be described beloW, the 
draWings are: 
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[0024] FIG. 1 shoWs a front vieW (A) and side vieW (B) of 
a cabin Without any ?tting, valid for a dressing room or a 
storage room. 
[0025] FIG. 2 shoWs a front vieW of a cabin in a folded state. 
[0026] FIG. 3 shoWs a front vieW of the tensing system for 
tensing the tarpaulin or canvas by means of the inner spring. 
[0027] FIG. 4 shoWs a front vieW of the securing mecha 
nism and the end deployment stop. 
[0028] FIG. 5 shoWs a front vieW of three folded and 
stacked cabins. 
[0029] FIG. 6 shoWs a front vieW of the placement of 150 
folded cabins in a space of 36 m2 and stacked in blocks of 3+3 
in height. 
[0030] FIG. 7A shoWs a front vieW of the stackable cabin 
equipped With a foot pump-operated toilet. 
[0031] FIG. 7B shoWs a side vieW of the stackable cabin 
equipped With a foot pump-operated toilet. 
[0032] FIG. 8 shoWs a front vieW (A) and side vieW (B) of 
a cabin equipped With a 2 stage recirculating chemical toilet. 
[0033] FIG. 9 shoWs a front vieW (A) and side vieW (B) of 
a cabin equipped With a squat toilet With free fall to plinth. 
[0034] FIG. 10 shoWs a front vieW (A) and side vieW(B) of 
a cabin equipped With a free fall squat toilet and squat pan 
With open Waste pipe. 
[0035] FIG. 11 shoWs a front vieW (A) and side vieW (B) of 
a cabin equipped With a dry toilet With pressure Wheel-oper 
ated mechanical movement and With discharge to a pit. 
[0036] FIG. 12 shoWs a front vieW (A) and side vieW (B) of 
a cabin equipped With a dry toilet With pressure Wheel-oper 
ated mechanical movement, but With discharge to a box. 
[0037] FIG. 13 shoWs a front vieW (A) and side vieW (B) of 
a cabin equipped With a vacuum discharge toilet. 
[0038] FIG. 14 shoWs a front vieW (A) and side vieW (B) of 
a used cabin equipped With a shoWer. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

[0039] A ?rst preferred embodiment corresponds to the 
cabin 1 Without any type of ?tting. FIG. 1 shoWs the front 
vieWA and the side vieW B of the foldable and stackable cabin 
1 of the present invention in deployed state. The four tele 
scopic columns 2 located at the four ends thereof foldable 
along the sections 3, Which outWard projection Will be used 
for deployment can be seen in the four comers. 
[0040] Said sections are controlled by means of the casings 
3a, and they are equipped With the securing mechanisms or 
devices 4 and With end deployment stops 5. The four sides of 
the multi-purpose cabin are covered by a tarpaulin or canvas 
6 made of a semi-?exible and plasticiZed fabric, Wherein the 
front side is equipped With a Zipper closure system 7. This 
material is attached to the roof and is rolled-up inside the 
multi-purpose bathroom cabin When the cabin is folded. 
[0041] Since it has no ?ttings, in this ?rst preferred embodi 
ment the inner space of said cabin 1 is empty so that the user 
can freely change clothes, or it is used for storing the tools 
necessary in the Work area. 
[0042] FIG. 2 shoWs a front vieW of the foldable and stack 
able bathroom cabin 1 of the present invention in folded state. 
The lid 12 Which corresponds to the roof of the cabin 1 in its 
deployed form and Which conceals in its rolled-up form said 
tarpaulin or canvas 6 made of semi-?exible material forming 
the side and rear Walls of the multi-purpose bathroom cabin 1, 
including the tensing system for tensing said tarpaulin or 
canvas 6 is seen on the upper part of the cabin 1. Said tensing 
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system for tensing the tarpaulin or canvas 6 is established by 
means of the inner spring 1011 in the upper section 11 of the 
columns 2, see FIG. 3. The telescopic columns 2 formed by 
the sections 3 and controlled by means of casings 3a are 
equipped With a securing mechanism or device 4 and the end 
deployment stop 5 thereof as shoWn in FIG. 4. 
[0043] FIG. 2 additionally indicates the intermediate plas 
tic handle 8 for manually handling and moving the stackable 
cabin, ?xed in the ?xed base 9 of the cabin 1 and fastening the 
loWer section of the columns. The cone-shaped stops 10 are 
located on the upper part at the height of the lid 12, they are 
therefore located on the upper part of the columns to provide 
support and balance during stacking, Which stops match in 
their corners With the loWer part of the last section of the next 
cabin for balancing the loWer cabin on the upper cabin. There 
are located on the loWer part of the folded cabin 1 rectangular 
supports 13 for supporting the multi-purpose cabin 1 Which 
shape matches the free spaces 14 existing in the lids 12 of the 
cabins 1 for putting and stacking one on top of the other. 
[0044] FIG. 5 shoWs a front vieW of hoW three bathroom 
cabins 1 of the present invention are arranged, folded and 
stacked one on top of the other. It can be seen hoW the 
cone-shaped stops 10 match in a balanced manner With the 
corners of said rectangular supports 13, additionally the shape 
and dimensions of the free spaces 14 of the lid 12 of the loWer 
multi-purpose cabin 1 match precisely With the dimensions of 
said rectangular supports 13 of the intermediate cabin 1, 
folded and stacked thereon for ?tting thereto. In turn, the 
shape and dimensions of the notches 14 of the lid 12 of the 
intermediate cabin 1 also match precisely With those of the 
rectangular supports 13 of the upper multi-purpose cabin 1 
for ?tting thereto. In all cases, the cone-shaped stops 10 
located on the upper part of the columns 2 at the height of the 
lid 12 are for supporting and balancing the three stacked 
cabins 2. 
[0045] Finally, the utilisation of this important stacking 
feature can be seen in practice in FIG. 6. A front vieW of the 
placement of 150 folded cabins in a space of 36 m2 and 
stacked in blocks of 3+3 in height is shoWn. The usefulness of 
this feature must be pointed out since there is nothing similar 
in the state of the art, making the cabins very useful in the 
typical case of prolonged storage in standby or the projection 
of different temporary Work in uninhabited areas, including 
the cases of natural disasters, accidents and large scale out 
door events. 

[0046] A second preferred embodiment corresponds to the 
versatility of use of the cabin 1 of the present invention in the 
different possible toilet types in open spaces. 
[0047] A ?rst type corresponds to the cabin 1 of the present 
invention based on the stackable cabin of the ?rst embodi 
ment, deployed and equipped With foot pump-operated 
chemical toilet ?tting. FIG. 7A shoWs the front vieW equipped 
With this toilet, Where the different elements forming such 
toilet, namely, the boWl 16, the foot pump 1611, the conduit 
16c, and liquids tank 16d can be seen. FIG. 7B shoWs the side 
vieW of the cabin equipped With a chemical toilet 16 With foot 
pump 16a. 
[0048] A second type corresponds to a cabin 1 also 
equipped With a chemical toilet 16 of the 2 stage recirculating 
type (FIG. 8A: front vieW, FIG. 8B: side vieW), based on the 
stackable cabin of the ?rst embodiment. The cabin Works 
according to a dual-phase operational system. In the ?rst 
stage in the tank there is a cistern only alloWing the How of 
blue Water (clean Water) originating from a ?rst compartment 
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16d! in the ?rst 120 or 200 services (times Which the pump is 
pressed). From that moment forth, the used Water Will start to 
mix With the faecal Waters in a second compartment 16df In 
a second stage, as the clean Water compartment is emptied, 
the faecal Waters compartment is ?lled in a greater proportion 
since urine and others are added, once the faecal Water tank is 
completely ?lled, it starts to pour into the blue Water tank, and 
at that time recycling services become available. 

[0049] A third type corresponds to a cabin 1, based on the 
stackable cabin of the ?rst embodiment, equipped With toilet 
16 With a squat pan. It is characterised by a free fall to plinth. 
The excrement is accumulated in a box 23 arranged beloW the 
squat pan 22, see FIG. 9, Wherein FIG. 9A corresponds to the 
front vieW, and FIG. 9B corresponds to the side vieW. 
[0050] In a fourth type the cabin 1, based on the stackable 
cabin of the ?rst embodiment, corresponds to a foldable and 
stackable cabin equipped With toilet 16 also With a squat pan 
even though it is equipped With an open Waste pipe, see FIG. 
10, Wherein FIG. 10A corresponds to the front vieW, and FIG. 
10B corresponds to the side vieW. It is characterised by a free 
fall, in this embodiment, the squat pan 22 is particularly 
equipped With an open Waste pipe 24 for connecting to a 
contiguous septic pit or by direct deposition to a hole beloW 
the bathroom (latrine-type). 
[0051] A ?fth type corresponds to a cabin 1, based on the 
stackable cabin of the ?rst embodiment, equipped With a dry 
toilet 16 With mechanical discharge, see 

[0052] FIG. 11, Wherein FIG. 11A corresponds to the front 
vieW and FIG. 11B corresponds to the side vieW. The dis 
charge system is mechanically activated by means of the 
lever-operated mechanical movement, the pressure Wheels 25 
are rotated and the excrements are transferred from the upper 
part to the loWer part ?lling the plastic bag 26 in the form of 
a pipe Which is leak-tight due to the pressure of said Wheels. 
Said Waste plastic bag 26 is accumulated in a pit 27 just beloW 
the cabin, preventing the loss or ?ltration of liquid to the 
ground and Without transmitting odours to the environment. 

[0053] A sixth type the foldable and stackable cabin 1, 
based on the stackable cabin of the ?rst embodiment, corre 
sponds to a cabin also equipped With a dry toilet 16 With 
mechanical discharge, see FIG. 12, Wherein FIG. 12A corre 
sponds to the front vieW and FIG. 12B corresponds to the side 
vieW. Like the ?fth type, the discharge system is mechanically 
activated by means of the lever-operated mechanical move 
ment, the pressure Wheels 25 are rotated and the excrements 
are transferred from the upper part to the loWer part ?lling the 
plastic bag 26 in the form of a pipe Which is leak-tight due to 
the pressure of said Wheels. Said tubular Waste plastic bag 26 
is accumulated in a box 28 arranged beloW the boWl by means 
of said pressure Wheels 25. 

[0054] A seventh type corresponds to a cabin 1, based on 
the stackable cabin of the ?rst embodiment, equipped With a 
vacuum operated discharge toilet 16, see FIG. 13, Wherein 
FIG. 13A corresponds to the front vieW and FIG. 13B corre 
sponds to the side vieW. The Water enters through the pipe 29 
and exits through the vacuum intake 30 through a vacuum 
system similar to that used on boats and aeroplanes, to an 
electronically controlled vacuum station or cistern. 

[0055] In a third embodiment the cabin 1 of the present 
invention is used in the shoWer variant. ShoWer ?tting is 
incorporated in a variant based on the stackable cabin of the 
?rst embodiment, see FIG. 14, Wherein FIG. 14A corre 
sponds to the front vieW, and FIG. 14B corresponds to the side 
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vieW. The Water supply pipe 31, the shower 32, the used Water 
collection container 33, and the used Water discharge pipe 34 
can be seen. 

[0056] In summary, the foldable and stackable cabin of the 
present invention, unlike the cabins of the state of the art, has 
the following advantages: 

[0057] the multi-purpose cabin of the present invention 
is foldable and stackable, alloWing storage in large num 
bers, taking up minimum space in Warehouses or during 
transportation. 

[0058] the multi-purpose cabin is capable to be used in 
the modes of a dressing room, Work tool storage, shoWer, 
toilet With removable tank, and stand-alone toilet. 

[0059] the multi-purpose cabin signi?cantly facilitates 
its transfer as a result of its functional design, its trans 
portation being easy and simple using the different 
means of transportation, namely, pallet truck, fork-lift, 
or manual transportation. 

[0060] Having suf?ciently described the invention as Well 
as several preferred embodiments thereof, it must only be 
added that modifying their conformation and the materials 
used is possible Without departing from the scope thereof 
de?ned in the folloWing claims. 

1. A foldable and stackable bathroom cabin characterised 
in that said foldable and stackable cabin (1) is equipped in its 
corners With four telescopic columns (2) foldable in sections 
controlled by means of casings (3), With securing mecha 
nisms or device (4) ending in the corresponding end deploy 
ment stops (5) on the upper part of said columns (2); Wherein 
said foldable and stackable cabin (1) is equipped With fabric 
tarpaulins or canvasses (6) for covering the Walls, and With a 
Zipper closure (7) located on its front Wall; and in that on the 
upper part of said columns (2) of said cabin (1) there are 
arranged the corresponding four cone-shaped stops (10) for 
its support and balance during the successive stacking of 
several of said cabins (1) in folded state. 

2. The foldable and stackable bathroom cabin according to 
claim 1, characterised in that said cone-shaped stops (10) of 
said foldable and stackable cabin (1) are equipped With a 
spring (1011) for ?xing it in position; and in that said tarpaulin 
or canvas (6) is tensed by means of the inner spring (17) in the 
upper section (11) of said columns (2). 

3. The foldable and stackable bathroom cabin according to 
claim 1, characterised in that said foldable and stackable 
cabin (1) comprises on its upper part a lid (12) Which serves 
as a roof in its deployed form and conceals said fabric tarpau 
lin or canvas (6) forming its Walls in its rolled-up form; a 
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tensing system for tensing said tarpaulin or canvas (6) by 
means of an inner spring (17) in the upper section (11) of said 
columns (2); an intermediate plastic handle (8) for manually 
handling and moving the cabin ?xed in the ?xed base (9) of 
said cabin (1) and fastening the loWer section of the columns; 
Wherein for the successive stacking of said folded cabins (1) 
said cone-shaped stops (10), located on the upper part of said 
foldable and stackable cabin (1) at the height of said lid (12) 
Will match the loWer part of the last section of one said folded 
cabin (1) located on top; and in that on the loWer part of said 
foldable and stackable cabin (1) there are located rectangular 
supports (13) for supporting said foldable and stackable cabin 
(1), Which shape matches the notches (14) made on said lid 
(12) for stacking said folded cabin (1) on another said folded 
cabin (1). 

4. The foldable and stackable bathroom cabin according to 
claim 1, characterised in that said foldable and stackable 
cabin (1) is equipped With different ?ttings for its stand-alone 
use in the mode of foot pump -operated recirculating chemical 
toilet (16); 2 stage recirculating chemical toilet (16), 
equipped With a ?rst compartment, (16dl), from Where blue 
Water (clean Water) ?oWs, and a second compartment, (16dj), 
Where the used Water is mixed With the faecal Waters; in the 
mode of a toilet (16) With a squat pan With free fall to plinth, 
Wherein the excretion is accumulated in a box (23) arranged 
beloW the squat pan (22); in the mode of a toilet (16) With a 
squat pan Wherein the squat pan (22) is equipped With an open 
Waste pipe (24); in the mode of a dry toilet (16) With mechani 
cal Waste discharge by rotating the pressure Wheels (25), 
?lling the tubular plastic bag (26) and accumulating the Waste 
in a pit (27); in the mode of a dry toilet (16) With mechanical 
Waste discharge by rotating said pressure Wheels (25), ?lling 
the tubular plastic bag (26) and accumulating the Waste in a 
box (28); and in the mode of a vacuum discharge toilet (16) 
Wherein the Water enters through the pipe (29) and exits 
through the vacuum intake (3 0); Wherein said cabin (1) can be 
connected directly to the Waste discharge netWork system for 
the different ?ttings. 

5. The foldable and stackable bathroom cabin according to 
claim 1, characterised in that said foldable and stackable 
cabin (1) is equipped With a ?tting for use as a shoWer (32), 
equipped With the Water supply pipe (31), With the used Water 
collection container (33), and With the used Water discharge 
pipe (34); Wherein said cabin (1) can be connected directly to 
the Waste discharge netWork system. 

* * * * * 


